IT’S TIME TO GET SOMETHING STRAIGHT.
LIKE KITCHEN AND BATHROOM WALLS.

TRUS JOIST® TIMBERSTRAND® LSL PUTS YOUR FRAMING IN THE ZONE.

Your customer is spending thousands on a dream kitchen, and putting it in the middle of a showplace home with tall walls, open spaces, and views in all directions. Those designer cabinets better hang straight and stay that way. And all those multistory windows need to fit perfectly and work smoothly—without losing their seals. Why not start with straight walls and avoid the hassles caused by warped studs? Frame your next project using TimberStrand LSL in just the right places, and take advantage of the Zone Framing™ approach.

• Reduce the need to shim, trim, and scribe
• Enhance craftsmanship while minimizing labor costs
• Improve your finish results and enjoy fewer callbacks
TIMBERSTRAND® LSL MAKES ZONE FRAMING A REALITY.

TimberStrand® LSL studs and columns provide excellent value when used selectively in the framing zones of a house, where straight studs translate into flush walls. These zones include kitchen cabinet walls, tiled bath walls, tall walls, and other prominent areas, such as staircases and hallways. For other areas of the home, maximize your budget by using Weyerhaeuser Performance Tested™ lumber.

By utilizing the Zone Framing approach, you can get maximum benefits of TimberStrand® LSL where it matters the most. Your framers get the straight studs they need to quickly frame flush kitchen walls. Your cabinet and countertop installers and trim carpenters don’t have to trim, shim, and fight the wall to do their job.

Your customer’s dream kitchen? It lives up to their expectations for years to come.

For more information about our growing suite of software, extensive distribution network, and complementary products for the structural frame, contact your Trus Joist representative or visit trusjoist.com.

CONSIDER THESE OTHER TIMBERSTRAND® LSL SOLUTIONS ON YOUR NEXT PROJECT:

- TimberStrand® LSL Beams offer predictable strength and dimensional stability, reducing twist and shrinkage.
- TimberStrand® LSL Headers resist shrinking, twisting, and bowing, so windows and doors work smoothly and the chance of drywall cracks is reduced.
- StrandGuard® TimberStrand® LSL Treated Sill Plates come in lengths up to 24', reducing the need to add extra anchor bolts during installation.
- TimberStrand® LSL Stair Stringers are the ideal solution for strong, stable, and quiet stairs that require fewer callbacks for adjustments due to shrinkage.